
INDUCTION DAY



Your Expectations?

How do you think A Level be different from 

GCSE English Lit?

What do you expect to do in class?

What do you expect to do outside of class?



Our Expectations

• Independent reading. Lots of it.
• Organised. 

– Binders with dividers
– Stay on top of work (absent? Your responsibility to catch 

up)
– Notebooks with hand outs stuck in
– Homework: regular essays (not paragraphs)
– Homework is not due “at the end of the day” or “I can get it 

to you tomorrow morning”
• Opinions. 

– English Lit A Level isn’t a subject where you can learn 
content and regurgitate facts in an exam. You need to 
THINK and ENGAGE with what the writers are saying. 



We support and challenge

If you’re finding it hard to make the jump from 
GCSE to A Level:
• Essay writing structures / academic writing 

sentence forms

If you’re thinking about English at university and 
want the extra push:
• Academic extension seminars during Enrichment 

where you’ll be introduced to texts and critical 
theory outside of the exam specification. 



Learning outside of the classroom

• English Prefect roles – opportunity to mentor 
students in the main school that will look 
wonderful on your UCAS applications for 
example. Also the incredible AS English Blog – 
over 500,000 hits so far!

• Theatre visits / streaming of theatre 
productions

• A Level conferences and workshops

https://blogasenglish.wordpress.com/


What you’ll study

• All exams, no coursework in Y12; two internal 
mock exams at the end of year 12
– Y13 is 20% coursework, 80% exams split over three 

papers.

• Specific texts: you are responsible for ordering 
these in time before the course begins. 
– These are the editions you will have available to you 

during the exam as well, so best to have used them 
throughout.



A Streetcar Named Desire - Tennessee Williams
•Publisher: Methuen Drama; Revised edition edition (3 Nov. 2008)
•ISBN-10: 1408106043

ISBN-13: 978-1408106044
The Handmaid’s Tale - Margaret Atwood
•Publisher: Vintage; New Ed edition (5 July 1996)
•ISBN-10: 0099740915
•ISBN-13: 978-0099740919

Frankenstein – Mary Shelley 
•Publisher: Penguin Classics; 1 edition (11 Aug. 2003)
•ISBN-10: 0141439475
•ISBN-13: 978-0141439471

English Romantic Verse – ed. David Wright
•Publisher: Penguin 
•ISBN-10: 0140421025
•ISBN-13: 978-0140421026



Summer preparation task

Putting effort into the summer task will give you confidence as 
you start Year 12; it’s definitely worth it!



What you will have prepared

Task 1: Prose texts
After reading one novel on the given list, you’ll prepare for a 
discussion(see task sheet for details). 

Task 2: Romantic Poetry
You will be given a poem and a critical article. You will be 
expected to read both, reflect on how they support each other 
in your analysis of the poem. Write a response(see task sheet 
for details).

Importantly, you will have taken 

time to prepare 

something—creative and/or 

informative—which is engaging 

and perceptive.



Look at the list of novels now

• Which ones do you know something about?

• Have you read any of them?

• Any on the list you would recommend?



Nineteen-Eighty Four (1949) by 
George Orwell

Brave New World (1932) by 
Aldous Huxley

The Power (2017) by Naomi 
Alderman 

The Last Man (1826) by Mary 
Shelley 



What we expect to see

• Clear effort and passion
• Desire to approach challenging texts
• Thoughtful consideration of the text as part of a genre

To impress us:
• An awareness of the context (time period or social 

movements) and how it relates to the genre/texts.
• Careful close analysis of key moments or quotes, 

rather than a general overview.



Next step?
• Go forth and find your texts!
• Stepping Up to English A Level Classroom

• ypoyvqx



resources

• Summer task SHO

• Get student folders – good examples to show



• You have drawn larger conclusions about this 
genre based on your reading and 
understanding of the key themes. 


